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Abstract: Ontological design — characterized by the understanding that what we
design designs us — has been invoked as a necessary framing in redirecting the design
discipline toward more pluralistic and sustainable ends. In this paper, I situate ongoing
conversations about process documentation within emergent conversations
surrounding ontological design, considering ways in which innovative documentation
practices may support new ontological agendas. By considering process
documentation as a hermeneutical, knowledge-making practice, I speculate ways that
new, experimental modes of process documentation may afford designers — and
design itself — new vantage points from which to (re)interpret design practice and the
discipline at large. To this end, I sketch out some preliminary ideas of what ontological
documentation may look like. In particular, I explore how deliberately open-ended (or
even speculative) approaches to design documentation could invite critical reflection
and collaborative meaning-making — inviting more voices to shape the narratives and
ontologies of design.
Keywords: design documentation; ontological design; design research; reflexivity

1. Introduction
As a discipline that incorporates elements of research and creative practice, scholars have
long discussed how knowledge emerges in design, and how it is captured and shared (Gray &
Malins, 2004). A running thread through design literature investigates how design
knowledge surfaces through recursive processes of making and reflecting. A number of design scholars have invoked hermeneutics — the study of interpretation — in describing how
understanding emerges from the design process. Central to this model is the hermeneutic
circle: an ongoing process of (re)interpreting individual experiences within the context of
pre-existing assumptions, while simultaneously adapting those overarching assumptions as
new information emerges from individual experiences (Gadamer et al., 2004). Scholars have
used hermeneutical principles to describe how knowledge arises within the context of an individual design process, where designers test the validity of design solutions in a dynamic exchange with material conditions (Snodgrass & Coyne, 1996). However, others have applied
hermeneutical principles on a larger scale in discussing ontological design — specifically,
how design creates not only new artifacts, but entirely new ways of being (Escobar, 2018).
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International Licence.
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Willis (2006) describes ontological designing as a “hermeneutics of design” wherein
“knowledge comes to be inscribed by being” — designers create artifacts, those artifacts influence the creation of new artifacts, those new artifacts influence the creation of new artifacts, and so on. While noting that this cycle has led to unchecked ecological destruction at a
massive scale, Willis suggests that a conscious foregrounding of design’s ontological implications could help enact a new politics of design oriented toward remaking the world sustainably (pp. 70-72).
In this paper, I establish preliminary theoretical groundwork as part of an ongoing study in
design documentation. Here, I situate process documentation — the recording of design activity — into ongoing dialogues of how design comes to know (and create) itself across
scales. As a “recursive” process of making and reflection, design is made visible and interpretable through documentation practices that allow designers (and future observers) to
“draw out meaning” from the work (Macken, 2009, p. 337). While scholars have addressed
how process documentation can lead to new knowledges and practices at the small scale,
documentation’s implications for ontological design have not yet been thoroughly discussed.
Through the following interpolations of process documentation, design knowledge-making,
hermeneutics, and ontological design theory, I review existing frameworks for how documentation practices interface with processes of interpretation and understanding in the design discipline. I then speculate as to how novel approaches to documentation may help facilitate the emergence of new, polyvocal ontologies of design. Specifically, I present a preliminary investigation of documentation practices that encourage co-constructed meaningmaking and speculative inquiry and could potentially draw new voices, and new possibilities,
into the future of design.

2. Design documentation & design knowledge
In its most essential terms, the word “documentation” describes the recording of something.
In the design discipline, documentation is not just a record of creation, but an activity embedded within the design process itself. Documents like sketches and drawings produced
during creative processes often direct how an artifact is actualized. As one notable example,
architects create drawings to “envisage an imagined building” (Macken, 2009, p. 333). When
it comes to guiding such complicated projects, adequate documentation is essential, and at
times, legally required (Payne, 2007).
Yet design’s relationship with documents extends beyond the use of drawings and plans —
documentation practices facilitate how the design discipline learns from itself. Rigorous documentation practices can help to make design processes more transparent and reproducible
in a way that contributes to disciplinary knowledge-building (Gray & Malins, 2004). However,
there are many ideas of what “rigorous documentation practices” should entail. Some scientifically oriented scholars work to visualize design processes as sets of interlinking variables
and testable hypotheses (Daalhuizen & Cash, 2021; Ganeshan et al., 1994; Hall, 2011), while
some argue that design research does not belong to the natural sciences, but rather to the
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reflexive realms of human activity and interpretation (Snodgrass & Coyne, 1996). Others
have suggested that the design process itself is a knowledge-making practice. In distinguishing the “designerly” from the “scientific” or “artistic,” Cross suggests that design produces its
own “designerly ways of knowing,” and that design artifacts are themselves embodiments of
design knowledge (Cross, 1982, pp. 222-225). Following Cross, Zimmerman et al. argue that
design methods can serve research agendas through the development of well-documented
“research artifacts'' — conceptual provocations constructed for research purposes that others can learn from and build upon (Zimmerman et al., 2007).

2.1 Design, Reflective Practice, and Hermeneutics
These investigations reveal many ways that process documentation can help harvest design
knowledge from design practice. Many scholars share a central concern of how design decisions are made, and how process documentation can make those decisions visible, critiqueable, and/or replicable. Capturing and communicating design decisions (and their rationale)
often requires designers to reflect on their own design activity, often through documentation. Before discussing how documentation helps elicit and capture self-reflection in the design process, I briefly review the longstanding relationship between design and reflective
practice.
Initially published in 1983, Schön’s The Reflective Practitioner crystallized the role of reflection in design practice. In the text, Schön (2017) characterizes design practice as “as a conversation with the materials of a situation” — a cyclical process of making, reflecting, and responding that Schön dubs reflection-in-action (p. 78). In this process of reflection-in-action,
designers make material decisions and then adapt to how the situation “talks back” — continually and recursively reframing problem and response. Through this spiraling process,
knowledge accrues, as the “situation comes to be understood through the attempt to
change it, and changed it through the attempt to understand it” (p. 131). Following Schön,
Snodgrass and Coyne (1996) have argued that the design process itself unfolds as a kind of
“hermeneutic circle” — a cyclical process of interpretation and reinterpretation. Overlaying
Schön’s model of reflection-in-action over the influential hermeneutical theories of Gadamer
(2004), Snodgrass and Coyne liken the design process to hermeneutics:
“In the design process we project the meaning of the whole and work out the implications of this projection by referring it back to the parts. There is a prescient anticipation of the whole, which is then explicated in the individual parts. The design is continually re-determined by an anticipatory movement of the pre-understanding. The designer has an anticipation of the whole which guides his or her understanding of the
particularities. Understanding arises by a process of constant revisions.” (p. 22)

In this dialogical model of design practice, designers presuppose a possible solution to a
problem (perhaps through something like a sketch, mockup, or prototype), then interrogate
the success of that presupposition within the material contexts of the design problem. When
a presupposition falls short of its intended purpose, it is revised, and the process begins
again with a new material response. In this way, design artifacts are not simply imagined,
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then implemented — rather, they emerge organically through ongoing, cyclical material conversations. In the words of Gadamer: “no one knows in advance what will ‘come out’ of a
conversation” (2004 p. 385).

2.2 Process documentation for reflection in design
Following Schön, Snodgrass, and Coyne, designs and design knowledge arise from the design
process — recursive dialogues with material circumstances — as designers reflect upon and
react to the results of their design decisions. In this way, the design process is a learning process. In noting this, many scholars ask how designers and design researchers might harvest
the knowledge that emerges through design practice.
Process documentation — the capturing of the design process through images, words, and
or other media — may help to turn the emergent insights embedded in a design practice
into personal or disciplinary knowledge. Explorations into design documentation practices
have incorporated countless media and combinations of media, all deployed across any and
every stage of the design process. Design “documents” may be photographs, videos, diary
entries, maps, schematics, wireframes, decision trees, audio logs and transcripts, collages,
and more. Even simple drawings and sketches can serve as valuable process documents that
may potentially redirect a creative project or lay the foundations for future inquiry. When it
comes to reflection-in-action (especially in the context of practice-as-research) these documents are snapshots of what Schön initially described as “conversation[s] with the materials
of a situation” (2017) — stopping points in which a design practice is captured, reflected
upon, perhaps reframed, and potentially responded to in new ways.
Divergent approaches to design documentation afford different glimpses into such practices
and ways of knowing, and a growing body of scholarship is emerging to investigate how
these approaches might integrate into larger bodies of knowledge. As important as process
documentation is, there is no universal set of guidelines for how to do it or evaluate it. Given
that design methods vary widely across projects, subdisciplines, cultures, and scales, the development of universal standards is unlikely. Still, in an effort to improve process documentation practices broadly, scholars have proposed and tested a number of tools and strategies
that facilitate critical reflection at key points within a design project: from regular, systematic diary-writing on custom stationary (Pedgley, 2007), to recording, reviewing and collaboratively cutting together process videos of team design sessions (McDonnell et al., 2004), to
developing a custom digital journaling tool (Dalsgaard & Halskov, 2012), to mapping design
projects visually (Dalsgaard et al., 2008), to systematizing a framework for creating overview
maps, tracking key literature and precedents, logging experiments, and cataloging peer critique (Sadokierski, 2020).
Scholars like Sadokierski (2020) are keen to note that such documentation practices do not
merely capture and provide rationale for design decisions after the fact, but “show the evolution of thinking through making” — here, documentation itself is “a design act that generates insights about artefacts, processes or theories'' (p. 7). Sadokierski further notes that
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“the aim of critical documentation is not to make design practice ‘look’ more like research,
but to convincingly show how original and transferable knowledge has emerged through
practice” (p. 8). Documentation, then, forms a major part of how design practitioners render
their practice-based knowledge transferable to others. In analyzing process documentation
across multiple case studies, Mäkelä and Nimkulrat assert the value of documentation as a
research tool that captures and disseminates the experiential knowledge of the practitioner.
Documentation practices allow researchers to communicate their reflective experiences —
divulging their “ways of knowing through the artefacts and their making” (2018, p. 12).
In sum, process documentation methods weave in and out of the circular design process,
capturing slices of ongoing material conversations in ways that other practitioners and researchers can reflect upon and (re)interpret. Through incorporating processes of reflection,
documentation may also play a role in ethical redirection. Methods incorporating self-reflection presume that a researcher’s social position(s), assumptions, and behavior impact the research process, and that these factors must be critically analyzed. Through reflective practices, researchers situate their research within personal and social contexts in order to advance the transparency of their claims (Finlay & Gough, 2008). When it comes to design,
Sangiorgi & Scott (2015) suggest that reflexivity — or self-reflection — allows designers to
“integrate processes of reflection into their work to continuously re-examine their own perspective and impact with a critical eye” (p. 117).

2.3 Ontological design
As reflective documentation practices propel design insights outward from issues of practice
to issues of ethics, process documentation may eventually come to shape how the design
discipline sees itself, and perhaps even what design is. This nature of design is the central
tenet of ontological design theory, which Willis has summarized simply thus: “we design our
world, while our world acts back on us and designs us” (Willis, 2006, p. 70). In Designs for
the Pluriverse, Escobar (2018) elaborates on this process: “in designing tools (objects, structures, policies, expert systems, discourses, even narratives) we are creating ways of being”
(p. 4).
Scholars have already considered the hermeneutic circle of interpretation within an ontological design context. Willis argues that “interpretation is inseparable from the ontological designing process” (pp. 72-74), as designers create designs that become the world that shapes
future designs. Here, the “whole” (the world) is in dynamic interpretive exchange with its
“parts” (us, our designs) — each becoming the other without beginning or end. In the words
of Fry (2011), “we are born into the designing of the designed. Layered into our biology, we
are the ontological product of such designing... We are so formed in our difference by the
designing specificity of all such things under particular conditions” (p. 189).
Importantly, ontological design is not merely a philosophical exercise — many see it as a disciplinary imperative toward a life-sustaining future. Willis notes that current ecological crises
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“have arrived largely as the result of design (more speciﬁcally, as the result of how the designed goes on designing),” and that undoing this harm will require design to address the
“designing of design” (2006, p. 84). To do this, Stewart argues that designers should pay
greater attention to the “presuppositions informing designing itself” and to “start to read
the world in terms of the character of what is brought into being, and what participates in
bringing it into being” (Fry et al., 2015, pp. 293-297). Similarly, Escobar (2018) envisions ontological design as “a conversation about possibilities” (p. 110) — one that fundamentally
reconfigures current design practice into one that supports place-based movements, insurgent multi-species interdependencies, environmental stewardship, and decoloniality.
Through this ontological design, Escobar inquires as to how design may “broaden the range
of possible ways of being” (p. 18) in the world, asking: “Can design be extricated from its embeddedness in modernist unsustainable and defuturing practices and redirected toward
other ontological commitments, practices, narratives, and performances? Moreover, could
design become part of the tool kit for transitions toward the pluriverse?” (p. 15).

3. Toward ontological documentation
If we accept that the design process generates knowledge by virtue of its cyclical inquiries,
and if we accept that documentation helps congeal design knowledge by capturing and visualizing those inquiries, then it follows that process documentation can play a vital role in
how we understand design. If we then consider the importance of that understanding in the
context of ontological design — where designers have been tasked with fundamentally redirecting the discipline — it is worth asking how process documentation may expand our interpretations of design to help visualize new ontological paradigms. Radical approaches to process documentation may provide points of interpretive inquiry that not only allow designers
to reimagine their practice, but allow for new, pluriversal perspectives to (re)interpret the
design discipline.
So far, I have offered an overview of how design knowledge accrues through cyclical reflective inquiry, and how process documentation supports this process. In parallel, I have noted
how the hermeneutical structures of design knowledge-making and reflective practice may
be overlaid over the hermeneutical structures of ontological design. Now, I attempt to create an intersection by bringing process documentation into conversation with ontological
design. Having already discussed how process documentation assists in producing design
knowledge, I will explore how it may help provoke new design ontologies in reimagining the
design that designs us. In this, I will pay special attention to the ontological applications of
process documentation that support, in Escobar’s words, an ability “to think about design's
capacities and potentiality through a wide spectrum of imaginations” (2018, p. 18). Specifically, I suggest that by deliberately opening process documentation up to accommodate
multiple perspectives, interpretations, and even realities, design documentation can serve as
a locus for collaborative meaning-making — bringing more voices into conversation about
what design is, does, and can be.
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3.1 Documentation for co-constructed meaning
Here, I propose ways that process documentation may incorporate the “wide spectrum of
imaginations” as envisioned by Escobar. I suggest that how we interpret documents (or construct documents for interpretation) can open up new ways to imagine and enact design. In
this section, I will borrow ideas from the social sciences on co-constructing meaning from
media and suggest how design documentation may support new forms of such meaningmaking.
Documents, by their nature, must always be interpreted. No single document can be assumed to represent penultimate truth. The value of documents, rather, resides in complex
negotiations of meaning-making situated within personal and social contexts. Across the social sciences, where researchers are expected to understand how their methods and presence impact the data they gather and analyze, scholars caution against accepting a document as a one-to-one representation of reality. In writing about images, Banks (1998) and
Harper (1998) affirm that techniques for gathering and interpreting media are enmeshed in
historical, cultural, and ideological structures, and that both the media maker and the media
viewer play a role in constructing the meaning of a document.
While many scholars approach this co-constructedness of documents with caution, others
see it as an opportunity. In her work on visual ethnography, Pink (2001) suggests that accepting a visual document “as a representation shaped by specific standpoints of us producers and viewers” can stimulate “collaborative approaches” in how we produce and interpret
media (p. 92). In making sense of these documents, Pink stresses the importance of inviting
multiple interpretations, suggesting that “analysis should focus not only on the contents of
images, but on the meanings that different individuals give to those images in different contexts” (p. 99). Pink notes that even emphasizing the ambiguity of media (by not providing an
overabundance of context or commentary) may implicate onlookers more deliberately in the
meaning-making process. As one example, Pink cites Berger and Mohr’s Another Way of
Telling (1995) — a series of purposefully uncaptioned images that highlight “the ambiguity of
visual meanings, giving viewers/readers greater scope self-consciously to develop their own
interpretations” (p. 127). With this in mind, expressive, even fragmentary documentation
opens design narratives up to collaboration and critique across a variety of social contexts.
Accommodating many ways of seeing (the designer’s, the academic’s, the community member’s) may ultimately yield more insights than a single narrative ever could.
These principles open up new potentials for collaboration in design. In writing about photography practices for design research, Bremmer and Roxburgh (2015) emphasize that a photograph is a document of someone’s observation rather than what the observation itself appears to be. However, embracing this reality lets designers solicit photos to access how
other people observe their world. Bremmer and Roxburgh suggest:
“...considering the photograph as a form of question rather than a statement of apparent fact; and acknowledging the space between what is seen, what is experienced, and
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what is communicated about that seeing and experience is the gap of imagination that
design must explore.” (p. 209)

According to the authors, in exploring that “gap of imagination,” documentation practices
can shift from means of portraying reality to a mode of asking questions, thereby turning the
world “as-found” into the world “as-if” — opening up space for multiple interpretations and
creative inquiry (p. 213). In this way, documentation can become a space not to solidify the
“truth” about a design project, but as a locus of collective meaning-making. Furthermore, involving more people in the documentation process itself can also yield new vantage points
on design practice. Participatory approaches to documentation allow designers and researchers to co-construct narratives dialogically, sometimes by literally passing the camera
or microphone to someone new (Makagon & Neumann, 2009). While designers should certainly strive to document their processes with rigor and transparency, there is also room to
experiment with how these documents might be sourced more democratically; how clusters
of process documents — mock-ups, prototype logs, diary entries — can be remixed and reappropriated into counter-narratives; how the lines between the stars in the constellation
might be connected differently. In this way, documentation could be a way of intentionally
opening up Bremmer and Roxburgh’s “gap of imagination” between an experience and the
document of the experience, leading to new directions for creative intervention. In a broad,
ontological context, resisting the urge to wind a design process into a single narrative strand
may allow designers, and outsiders, to craft an entire web of possibility instead — using documents to ask questions, not provide answers, of how design, and the world, could be.

3.2 Speculative approaches to documentation
This points to how the reading of documents — and documentation itself — could unfold
into a critical or speculative practice. A “speculative hermeneutics” of design documents
could reveal new potentials of design work yet-to-be explored. For reference, I turn to Hatten (2021), who has proposed a speculative hermeneutics for music: a way of interpreting
the unusual gestures of a piece for their expressive potential rather than their relationship
to an existing canon. Hatten’s speculative hermeneutics provokes inquiry into “potential expressive motivations” behind unusual musical decisions that may be at odds with conventional styles. Here, Hatten “shifts the methodological focus toward expression as the motivating force behind compositional choices.” These expressive choices, Hatten argues, may
“ultimately lead to style growth and change” — they are not merely “deformation[s]” of
convention, but seeds of “stylistic principle[s] yet to be fully formulated” (p. 2).
A similar speculative hermeneutics of design — applied to design documentation, specifically
— could accentuate areas of uncertainty within a design process, and perhaps call attention
to the latent possibilities of that uncertainty. Such a speculative hermeneutics would not demand a watertight narrative of a design process (or processes); instead, it would underscore
the areas where the narrative behaves unexpectedly (or becomes lost entirely), inquiring as
to the reasons and motivations that lead a designer off the expected path, and perhaps re-
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turning insight into new ways of working, or other paths not taken. On a larger scale, a speculative hermeneutics of design could provide an alternate way of “reading” the discipline at
large — one with an eye toward unusual patterns of movement that seem to be gesturing
toward a new ontological ideal. In the words of Fry (2015), “we only know there is a problem
via the way we know, which we gain as a result of the way we have been educated into a
way of knowing” (p. 19). A speculative hermeneutics of design could help tease this circle
wider, noticing activity at the edges, and ultimately supporting efforts toward the kind of
“redirective practice” of design that scholars of ontological design believe is necessary to
sustain life on earth.
Documentation may also be applied as a speculative practice in its own right. The design
field is already flush with critical and speculative methods, all of which are oriented toward
instigating critical discourse and imagining futures. Critical Design is its own disciplinary subfield, wherein designers subvert the methods and conventions of product design to create
artifacts that critique social, political, and environmental concerns (Malpass, 2017). Speculative design — a mode of critical design specifically directed toward envisioning futures —
uses conceptual design artifacts to “open up all sorts of possibilities that can be discussed,
debated, and used to collectively define a preferable future for a given group of people”
(Dunne & Raby, 2013, p. 6). According to Dunne and Raby, these imaginary artifacts made
real can serve as “catalyst[s] for collectively redefining our relationship to reality” (p. 2). In
this way, speculative design practices may already have ontological import — by bringing objects from the future into the present, designers may influence the present, thereby influencing the future.
If designs themselves can speculatively embody fragments of the future for critical inquiry,
might design documentation be able to do the same? Just as designers create speculative
artifacts to incite critical discourse, speculative documentation practices may open up critical
conversations about what designs (and the processes that create them) could be. Ongoing
work in design fictions — prototypes in the form of narratives that conceive of new futures
(Sterling, 2013) — may serve as a precedent for this approach. While not claiming to resemble “truth,” design fictions can serve design intellectually. Blythe (2014) proposes that “the
discourse of design is enriched when it includes fiction as well as findings,” noting that design fictions can help researchers consider the possible outcomes for early design concepts
and identify how those concepts might answer valuable research questions (p. 9). Conventionally, design fictions imagine design artifacts, and the implications of those artifacts. In
some cases, design fictions have already permeated corporate practice — Amazon deploys
“speculative documents” in the form of internal press releases and FAQs that prefigure the
development of new products or services (McAllister, 2012). I ask whether the same approach may instead be reoriented toward ontological divergence. Could design fictions — in
the form of documents — possibly imagine new design processes, and the implications of
those processes? What might a fictional narrative of a real project, or a fictional narrative of
a fictional project spark in our collective imagination about what a design process of the future could look like? While certainly not meant to replace more traditional forms of design
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documentation, speculative documentation practices may envision, predict, and/or preemptively enact fictions of new design processes that spark critical disciplinary discourse and
ultimately, new ways of doing design.

4. Conclusion: documents for the pluriverse
Documents are not passive impressions of the world that was. Rather, they are contested,
flexible, and infinitely open to interpretation — provoking myriad ways of seeing, knowing,
and being. In this way, documents may have as much to do with making us as we do with
making them (Cronin, 1998). In sketching out the interconnections between process documentation, hermeneutics, design knowledge-making, and ontological design, I suggest that
novel approaches to documentation practices could play a role in design’s ontological redirection. In the same way that critical research methods in the social sciences are meant to
expose and challenge the ideologies that underpin social problems (Sangiorgi & Scott, 2015),
critical, perhaps even speculative, methods of design documentation might do the same for
design as it attempts new modes of working and becoming.
Central to this task is making room for many worlds to coexist and co-emerge. Escobar
(2018) calls for an ontological design that helps us “think about, and contribute to, the transition from the hegemony of modernity's one-world ontology to a pluriverse of socionatural
configurations” (p. 4). Similarly, in advocating for a de-homogenized design that recognizes
and accommodates a variety of voices, Subrahmanian et al. (2020) affirm that “not privileging one kind of knowledge over the other… is the crux to realizing a complex view of designing” (p. 60). The authors ask: “what if we conceive of a different whole that is shaped constantly by what constitutes it?” (p. 53).
Process documentation plays a large role in how design sees and understands itself. Reconsidering how documentation could support new ways of seeing and understanding could
help support a more pluralistic and sustainable ontology of design. While I have outlined a
few ways that novel, critical approaches to documentation could play a role in this ontological agenda, at the most basic level, playful and open-ended documentation practices could
bring more voices into the design process, and by extension, the narratives that design designs around itself. In all likelihood, these narratives will eventually radiate outward. Per Escobar: “ontologies often manifest themselves as stories” (p. 92).

4.1 Areas for further inquiry
A central tenet of this work is to suppose that stories, too, may manifest themselves as ontologies. Documentation shapes the contours of stories, which ultimately shape the contours of the discipline. However, in respecting the ontological significance of how these stories shape the discipline, one must also respect how the cognitive and material processes of
documentation shape those stories. The challenge of ontological documentation, then, is
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how documentation becomes stories that become the design discipline that becomes designed things that become the world. How can designers use documentation to change the
stories of what design, and the world, become together?
Here, I have barely scratched the surface of how ontological approaches to documentation
might look in practice, let alone the logistical and ethical ramifications that might accompany
tampering with documentation strategies. Certainly, designers should undertake these explorations with great care — it is likely that in cultivating a new repertoire of documentation
approaches that support the ontological design agenda, the field must also cultivate an ethics of such practices. Furthermore, I do not assume that the approaches I tease out here
would be appropriate for all designers in all circumstances — instead, I offer them as provocations for contemplation, experimentation, and adaptation. In this spirit, I identify the following areas of inquiry that, if explored in practice, may help to slowly unfurl a coherent
practice of ontological design documentation:
•

How might design documentation not just accommodate, but elicit, multiple interpretations of a process, an artifact, a document, or an entire narrative?

•

How can process documentation accommodate and encourage wider participation in envisioning design?

•

How might designers and design researchers reconfigure their interpretations of
design documents in ways that make room for the unexpected, the divergent,
the speculative?

•

How might process documentation faithfully capture the development of a design project while also providing springboards for speculative possibility?

•

What might speculative design documents look like, and how can they envision
new ways of embodying the design process?

There are undoubtedly many other questions to ask. In hashing such inquiries out in practice, designers may yet develop new ways of seeing their own work, and new ways of orienting their practice toward more sustainable, pluriversal ideals. Just as changing out the lenses
of a camera allows a photographer to visualize a subject anew, changing out the lenses of
process documentation could allow design to “see” itself anew. In the most basic sense,
much may be learned by simply asking what else design might learn from documentation beyond what it already does, what new documentation structures might accommodate such
learning, and to what ontological end.
Documentation is one way to ask more questions of design. Even if unanswered, these questions may still shape the future of design practice. In writing about questions, Akomolafe
(2017) warns of “the treachery of swift resolution” and reflects upon the power of unanswered questions to “trigger, exert themselves upon, and shape us” as people (p. 284).
Questions create openings for new voices, approaches, and creative tensions in design.
While designers continue to search for ways of documenting design with increasing fidelity,
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the discipline may well also benefit from documentation that asks more questions than it answers.
Acknowledgements: I am grateful for the support of my MFA committee — Prof. glenda
drew (chair), Prof. Tom Maiorana, Prof. Susan Avila, and Prof. James Housefield. I also
extend sincere thanks to Prof. Simon Sadler for encouragement and feedback on early
drafts.
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